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differences between the RTIs with respect to
simulation design and analyze the testing strategies
used[3]. In addition to the general performance test,
performance of a real-time simulation system with
RTI NG 1.3 from DMSO was presented[4].
What this paper proposes is different from
above researches in searching optimistic options
and parameters for RTI. The performance of
federation can be improved by these RTI
characteristics. This paper shows a variety of
experimental results for RTI NG 1.3v.6. An
experimental frame federate has been implemented
that generates different workloads for information
exchanges through RTI. The experimental results
suggest optimistic options and parameters for a use
of RTI NG 1.3v.6.
The remainder of the paper is organized as
follows. A brief introduction of HLA/RTI and the
structure of federation are presented in section 2.
Section 3 discusses factors for performance of
federation and RTI options and parameters
affiliated those factors. Section 4 gives the concepts
and structure of a developed experimental frame
federate. In section 5, we present the compared
results with different RTI options and parameters,
and section 6 contains conclusions of this paper.

Keywords: HLA, RTI, performance, real-time
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Abstract
Real-time war game simulation often employs
High-Level Architecture (HLA) for interoperability.
Performance of a HLA federation is dependent on
efficiency of Run-Time Infrastructure (RTI) which
provides HLA services to federates joining the
federation. This paper investigates performance of
RTI to recommend guidelines which can improve
federation performance in real-time war game
simulation. Measurement of RTI NG1.3v6
performance under the combination of a variety of
options and different workloads is present. A set of
optimistic options for improvement of federation
performance is proposed.

1. INTRODUCTION
Recently interoperable simulators have much
attention in large scale simulation area, especially
in real-time war game simulation area. An interoperable federation consists of a collection of
interoperable federates which communicates with
each other. The main function of interoperation is
synchronization of simulation time and information
exchange between federates. Thus, execution time
of the federation not only depends on execution
times of federates but communication times
between federates. Real-time simulation of such
federation requires that both the execution times
and the communication times should satisfy a
specified time constraint for each simulation cycle.
High-Level Architecture(HLA) and its
implementation of Runtime Infrastructure(RTI) was
proposed as a standard for simulators
interoperation[1]. But before applying RTI for realtime war game simulation area, it is needed to
check whether RTI satisfies the performance
requirements of such a simulation. Performance
tests have been a frequent topic of HLA/RTI area.
Generally, the performance test of RTIs compare
SCSC'05

2. HLA/RTI BASED INTEROPERABLE SIMULATION
The HLA mandate establishes common highlevel simulation architecture to facilitate the
interoperability of all types of models and
simulations among themselves. The HLA is
designed to promote standardization in the
modeling and simulation (M&S) community and to
facilitate the reuse of M&S components.
The RTI software implements the interface
specification and represents one of the most
tangible products of HLA. It provides services in a
manner that is comparable to the way a distributed
operating system provides services to applications
[1].
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Federation

called appropriately; if a federate too often calls the
tick, it may consume more time than required.

federate 1
LRC

Local RTI Component

3.2 Measured RTI Options and Paramet
-ers

Run-Time Infrastructure (RTI)

LRC
federate 2

LRC

For systematical measurement we divided
parameters which related to federation performance
into three categories: RTI options, a tick usage and
a number objects and their updates. Measurements
are performed by changing parameters in one
category while those in two other categories are
fixed.

federate 3

Figure 1. Typical form of federation
Within the HLA, federations are comprised
of federates that exchange information in the form
of objects and interactions through RTI, which
communicates in the end via TCP/IP[2].

3.2.1 RTI Options
The first category is parameters in the RID
file, which allows us to select different options for
simulation management within RTI. Among these
options, there are two options which can improve
the performance of federation by the contents in
section 3.1. Those are Process model’s strategy and
Mom service reporting.
There are currently two process model
strategies that are supported by the RTI: a polling
process model and an asynchronous I/O process
model. The polling process model uses a single
thread of execution shared between RTI and a
federate. Only when the federate calls a tick is the
RTI able to perform work. This strategy can starve
RTI if the tick is not called appropriately. The
asynchronous I/O process model uses an internal
thread within RTI to avoid starvation. This thread
will periodically wake up and determine if it can
perform any internal RTI work.
In the
asynchronous I/O strategy the federate only needs
to invoke ticks when it is prepared to handle
callbacks[1].
Although MOM services are very useful for
federation monitoring and control, there is an
overhead associated with MOM. This parameter,
FederationSection.MOM.MomServiceAvailable,
allows a federation to turn off MOM services if
they are not being used within federation[1].

3. FACTORS FOR FEDERATION
PERFORMANCE AND MEASURED
RTI OPTIONS AND PARAMETERS
Performance of federation in overall
simulation time may be improved one of the
following three ways. The first method is to reduce
communication time for information exchange
between federates. The second is to reduce local
simulation times within federates. The third is to
reduce an amount of information exchange between
federates. The first can be achieved by tuning RTI
parameters in optimal manner. The second can be
achieved by use of a multi-resolution modeling
approach. The third can be achieved by exploiting
Data Distribution Management service provided in
RTI. This paper deals with the first approach to
improve federation performance. To do so a variety
of measurements of RTI performance is made with
different options and parameters setting.

3.1 Factors for Federation Performance
As explained in sections 2, RTI provides and
manages the communication interface for federates.
All communication messages of federation are
performed through RTI. Since RTI is like a
gateway, it produces some latency and throughput
degradation because of these messages and internal
mechanism. Therefore the performance of
federation with RTI can be improved by using
optimal options and parameter settings in a RTI
usage.
There is another considerable element for
federation performance except for the performance
of RTI. That is the cycle of calling ticks; a service
tick() is invoked by a federate to yield processor
time to the LRC associated with the federate.
During a tick() invocation, the LRC will process
incoming traffic, deliver callbacks to the federate,
and perform various functions for internal RTI
maintenance essential to the operation of the a
federation. It is essential that all federates invoke
tick() frequently
so that
internal
RTI
communications may be serviced in a timely
fashion[1]. RTI would be starved if the tick is not
SCSC'05

3.2.2 Tick Usage
The second category is options for use of
ticks within RTI which can be used by the
experimental frame federate to perform callback
functions, to update objects and to send interactions.
Simulation start
Time Advance request
Tick()
Time grant

Sleep()

Update Attribute
Tick()

No thread

Time Advance
request
Time grant
Update Attribute

Ticking thread

Figure 2. Tick usage
A federate must call a tick for a RTI callback,
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for which this section suggests two types of calling
ticks. The first type is to call ticks in a federate
program while the federate being executed. The
second type is to call ticks using a thread which is
different from a simulation thread.

Initial
Parameter

[If error]

3.2.3 Number of Objects and Updates
The third category is a number of objects and
their updates. This category is connected directly to
wire traffic and RTI load. Fixing the other
parameters in the previous two categories, an
experiment is performed to find a critical boundary
about the number of registered objects. As a case of
a number of updates, the execution times are
measured as a number of updates vary.

[If no problem]
Create federation
Join execution
Publish/subscribe

Register Synch
Point: ReadyToRun

To measure RTI performance with different
parameters a simulation ratio is used as a reference
for comparison. The ratio is defined by simulation
time divided by wall clock time, where simulation
time is federates’ logical time and wall clock time
is physical time to be spend in simulation execution.

synch Point that
all federates will
be synchronized
after registering objects

Federation
synchronization
Update attribute
While simulation

w ( simulation _ time * 60.0)
w ( wallclock _ time)

Measuring
workload

Figure 3. Experimental frame federate
for workload measurement

What the constant 60.0 means is that one
simulation time step is equal to one minutes.

4. EXPERIMENTAL FRAME FEDER ATE AND MEASUREMENT ENVIRO
-NMENT
4.1 Experimental Frame Federate

For real-time simulation, a time-stepped
advance of time is assumed[4]. In case of an
experimental frame federate, each time step
consists of three phases as shown in Figure 4. Time
interval and lookahead are fixed at 1 min and
59.0/60.0, respectively.
FED 01:
Update
Federate

The main purpose of measurement is first to
find RTI parameters which play an important role
in information exchange through RTI and then to
tune them optimally. Such tuning leads to improve
federation performance for the same amount of
information exchange. To do so this paper first
develops an experimental frame federate (Fig 3)
which generates different workloads for
information exchanges through RTI.
Then, measurements are made at different
workloads using the developed federate to analyze
a relationship between RTI parameters and an
amount of information exchanges between
federates. The environment of developing
experimental frame federate is as follows.
- Language : C++
- Environment
 Window XP: visual studio .NET 2003
 Linux Redhat 9.0 : gcc- 3.0.2
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Register Object

[If synchronization
register federate]

3.3 Reference for comparison

ratio

Option
check

Time interval
ᐭ Time grant
ᐮ Update (N) times :
time stamp = t1+time interval + look_ahead

FED 02:
Reflect
Federate

ᐯ Time request
Reflect event
t1

Look ahead

Figure 4. Progress of simulation time advance
FED01 and FED02 in Figure 4 are simplified
in which FED01 and FED02 only consider updates
and reflect, respectively. However, a real
experimental frame federate can perform both
update and reflect. Updating and reflecting are
repeated per each time step and measurement of an
execution time(sec) is obtained 1,500 min of
simulation time. If the ratio of simulation time to
real time exceeds 1.0 this simulation satisfies realtime execution. Our simulation ratio satisfies this
condition.
The experimental frame federate named
“MeasureLoad”, can be controlled by parameters.
This program is started with the following example
using parameters in Table 1.
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Table 1. MeasureLoad parameters
MeasureLoad <FederateName> <-m/s> [synchPointRegister] …
<Federate
Name>
<-m/s>

Federate name

[-synchPoint
Register]
[-tickOption
<0>/<min,max>]
[-TAR/-NER]

[-Attr <1~10> ]
[-Update <1~>]
[-Object <0~...>]
[-AttrSize <1~>]
[-A/-P]

[-Real]

All the experiments were done on eight
Pentium IV 2.8GHz 512MB RAM computers
running RedHat Linux 9.0 and communicating via
a 100Mb Ethernet network. Each computer uses the
standard TCP/IP protocol. We discuss measurement
results which were executed with variable RTI
options, the number of objects and updates in the
following section.

-m: multi-federates/federation
-s: single federates/federation
This federate will register
synchronization point.
tick() arguments setting

5. MEASUREMENT RESULT AND
DISCUSSION

TAR:
TimeAdvanceRequestAvailable
NER:nextEventRequestAvailable
Attribute’s number of registered
object
Update number/simulation time
Total number of registered
objects
Attribute’s size of registered
object
Cycle of tick calls (3.2)
-A: asynchronous
-P: polling
- real time simulation

4.2 Measurement Environment
The measurements environment is fixed on
the basis of log files that have specification about
an amount of information used in a practical war
game simulation. The federation using these log
files consists of four federates and one federate
registers objects and updates these objects. The
number of objects is about 12,000 and the number
of updates during simulation is shown in Figure 5.

5.1 Tick usage
In section 3.2, we discuss about using the
ticking thread which calls ticks periodically. The
section compares execution times of two federations:
one with federates using a tick thread and the other
with federates without using the thread.
The experiments consist of two options. The
first option is varying the number of updates with
fixed the number of registered objects; the second is
varying the number of registered objects with the
number of updates fixed. The result of first option is
shown in Figure 6.
ͧ͢͡͡͡

΅ΙΣΖΒΕ͑ΧΖΣΤΚΠΟ
ͿΠ͞ΥΙΣΖΒΕ͑ΧΖΣΤΚΠΟ

Error range ·10%
ͶΩΖΔΦΥΚΠΟ͑ΥΚΞ Ζ͙͑ΤΖΔ͚
ΗΠΣ͑ΤΚΞ ΦΝΒΥΚΠΟ͑ΥΚΞ Ζͮ͢ ͦ͡ ͡

ͥ͢͡͡͡

΅ΠΥΒΝ͑ΝΠΘ͑ΦΡΕΒΥΖΤ
ͪ͡͡͡
ͩ͡͡͡

ΦΡΕΒΥΖΤ͠ΤΚΞΦΝΒΥΚΠΟ͑ΤΥΖΡ͑͟

This section discusses a variety of
measurements using a practical workload of war
game simulation. Measurements of RTI
performance with different options and parameter
settings give us important guidelines to improve
federation performance.

ͨ͡͡͡

ͣ͢͡͡͡

-Thread version:
independent thread
which calls only ticks
periodically
(tick cycle=1msec)

͢͡͡͡͡
ͩ͡͡͡
ͧ͡͡͡

-No-thread version:
federate calls ticks
while does simulation
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ͣ͡͡͡
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ΥΙΖ͑ΟΦΞΓΖΣ͑ΠΗ͑ΦΡΕΒΥΖΤ͠Β͑ΗΖΕΖΣΒΥΖ͑͛͑ΠΟΖ͑ΤΚΞΦΝΒΥΚΠΟ͑ΥΚΞΖ

ͤ͡͡͡

Setting: Federate = 8, Mom = Yes,
Total number of registered Object at RTI=12000

ͣ͡͡͡
͢͡͡͡

Figure 6. Execution time comparison: thread vs.
non-thread version with fixed objects number
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ͣͧͦ͟

ͪͥ͢͟
ͣͥ͟͡
ͣͥ͢͟
ͣͣͥ͟
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ͨͤ͢͟
ͩͤ͢͟

ͪͣ͟
ͣ͢͟͡
ͣ͢͢͟
ͣͣ͢͟
ͤͤ͢͟

ͤ͟͢
ͥ͟͢
ͦ͟͢
ͧ͟͢
ͨͣ͟
ͩͣ͟

͟͡͡
͢͟͢
ͣ͟͢

͡

ΤΚΞΦΝΒΥΚΠΟ͑ΥΚΞΖ

Figure 5. Total updates number of log file

As shown in Figure 6, the more the number of
updates increases, the less execution time is taken
with the ticking thread.
The result of second option is shown in
Figure 7. In case that the number of registered
objects is small, the performance of a federation
using the tick thread and that without using the tick
thread is not considerable. However, when the
number of registered objects is large, the federation
with ticking thread shows better performance.

The maximum number of updates was about
8,000. Therefore if RTI persists in real-time with
12,000 objects and 8,000 updates real-time war
game simulation can be executed.
Because RTI software implements the
interface specification of HLA, many types of RTIs
are in place. All of our experiments were done with
the RTI NG 1.3v.6 of DMSO.
SCSC'05
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ΟΠ͞ΥΙΣΖΒΕ
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-Thread version:
independent thread
which calls only ticks
periodically
(tick cycle=1msec)
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͡
͡
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ΥΠΥΒΝ͑ΟΦΞΓΖΣ͑ΠΗ͑ΣΖΘΚΤΥΖΣΖΕ͑ΠΓΛΖΔΥΤ͑ΒΥ͑΅ͺ

a: Polling Model, Mom Service off, No-thread
b: Polling Model, Mom Service off, Ticking thread
c: Polling Model, Mom Service on, No-thread
d: Polling Model, Mom Service on, Ticking thread
Setting : Federate = 8, Total registered object=12000, Tick arg: (0, 0.1)

Setting: Federate = 8, Mom = Yes,
Total number of updates/(one federate*one simulation time)=100

Figure 7. Execution time comparison: thread vs.
non thread version with fixed updates number

Figure 9. Execution time vs.
MOM service reporting on/off

When the fixed number of updates is increased, it
is certain. The result is shown in Figure 8.
ͤͦ͡͡͡
ͤ͡͡͡͡
ͶΩΖΔΦΥΚΠΟ͑ΥΚΞΖ͙͑ΤΖΔ͚XP
ΗΠΣ͑ΤΚΞΦΝΒΥΚΠΟ͑ΥΚΞΖͮͦ͑͑͑͢͡͡

Δ

͢͡͡͡

-No-thread version:
federate calls ticks
while does simulation

͢͡͡͡

ΥΙΣΖΒΕ
ΟΠ͞ΥΙΣΖΒΕ

ͣͦ͡͡͡

-Thread version:
independent thread
which calls only ticks
periodically
(tick cycle=1msec)

ͣ͡͡͡͡
ͦ͢͡͡͡

-No-thread version:
federate calls ticks
while does simulation

͢͡͡͡͡

͡
͢͡͡͡͡

ͣ͢͡͡͡ ͥ͢͡͡͡ ͧ͢͡͡͡ ͩ͢͡͡͡ ͣ͡͡͡͡
ΥΠΥΒΝ͑ΟΦΞΓΖΣ͑ΠΗ͑ΣΖΘΤΚΥΖΣΖΕ͑ΠΓΛΖΔΥΤ͑ΒΥ͑΅ͺ

Developers usually use Mom service for
checking the state of federates and a federation.
They should use this service for debugging.
However, if the required real-time condition can
not be satisfied, this service option may be turned
off to meet the condition.
5.2.2 Process Model
RTI supports two types of process models,
asynchronous IO and Polling as explained in
section 3.2. The process model controls the
mechanism used by RTI to obtain processing cycles
and support callbacks to the federate during the tick
call. This section compares the execution time
among federates with different process model, tick
usage and Mom service reporting option.

ͦ͡͡͡

ͣͣ͡͡͡

Setting: Federate = 8, Mom = Yes,
Total number of updates/(one federate*one simulation time)=1000

Figure 8. Execution time comparison: thread
vs. non thread version with fixed updates number
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ͶΩΖΔΦΥΚΠΟ͑ΥΚΞΖ͙ΤΖΔ͚
ΗΠΣ͑ΤΚΞΦΝΒΥΚΠΟ͑ΥΚΞΖͮͦ͑͑͑͢͟͟͡͡

Β

5.2 RTI Options
The performance of federation can be
improved by selection of different options that
control the operation of RTI.
5.2.1 Mom Service Reporting
Mom service reporting is an optional service
for reporting state of each federate to RTI. This
option is not required for simulation itself, which
has a large amount of wire traffic. This section
compares the execution time between federation
using Mom service reporting and that without using
it for measuring the load of Mom service.
A typical result is shown in Figure 9. The
execution time using Mom service is much longer
than that not using Mom service. This result shows
that the load of Mom service is heavy to a
considerable extent.
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ΦΡΕΒΥΖ͘Τ͑ΟΦΞΓΖΣ͑͠ΠΟΖ͑ΤΚΞΦΝΒΥΚΠΟ͑ΥΚΞΖ͑͛͑ΠΟΖ͑ΗΖΕΖΣΒΥΖ

a: Polling Model, Mom Service Off, No-thread
b: Polling Model, Mom Service Off, Ticking thread
c: AsynchronousIO, Mom Service On, No-thread
d: AsynchronousIO, Mom Service On, Ticking thread
Setting: Federate = 8, total registered objects=12000, Tick arg: (0, 0.1)

Figure. 10 Execution time vs.
MOM service reporting on/off & process model
The result is shown in Figure 10. The
measured execution time using different process
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satisfied with the range of a log file in section 4.2.

models does not have remarkable difference. The
experimental result shows that the process model
option cannot affect the execution time against tick
usage and Mom service reporting option.

ͩ͢͡͡͡
ͧ͢͡͡͡

Total number
of registered
Objects at RTI

Execution time (sec)
for simulation time=1500

ͥ͢͡͡͡

5.3 Total number of registered objects
and updates
In section 5.1 and 5.2, we discuss about RTI
options and tick usage which do not change during
simulation. The performance of war game
simulation using RTI is affected by not only these
constant parameters, but also various parameters.
Such parameters include a total number of
registered objects and their updates that are
connected directly with wire traffic. This section
discusses about that.
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Figure 11. Execution time vs.
total number of registered objects at RTI
The more the number of updates is, the less the
critical boundary is, but slightly. The critical
boundary of registered objects is about 12,000 from
experiments.
5.3.2. Total number of updates
The execution time is measured against the
number of updates, with the number of registered
objects fixed. The result is shown in Figure 12.
The more the number of registered objects
increases, the more the execution time for same
number of updates increases. But the execution
time is taken in proportion to the number of updates.
Therefore federation carries out the real-time war
game simulation within a limited operational range;
the number of updates is 10,000. This limit is
SCSC'05

͢͡͡͡

Performance of RTI is crucial to application
of HLA/RTI in real-time war game simulation. This
paper measured performance of RTI with different
RTI options and a variety of workload settings.
Experiments were done with a practical log file of
war game simulation by using a developed
experimental frame federate. All measurements
were made under a network of 8 PCs. The
measurement results suggested some guidelines to
improve performance of federation for real-time
war game simulation using RTI. The option of RTI
process models did not considerably affect the
execution time of federation. However, when
federation employed a polling process model the
use of the ticking thread option showed better
performance. The maximum number of registered
objects which showed a reasonable execution in
RTI-NG 1.3v6., was about 12,000.
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6. CONCLUSION
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Figure 12. Execution time vs.
total number of updates
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5.3.1 Total number of registered objects
The execution time is measured against the
number of registered object with the number of
updates fixed. The result is shown in Figure 11.
The execution time increases rapidly when the
number of registered objects oversteps a critical
boundary.
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